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Nutrient Provinces in the Sea: Concentration Ratios,
Reaction Rate Ratios, and Ideal Covariation
KENT

A.

FANNING

Department of Marine Science, University of South Florida,

St. Petersburg

Global distributionsof the ratiosof the concentrations
of nitrate+ nitrite (= [N]) and phosphate(= [P]) are
evaluatedfrom GeochemicalOcean SectionsStudy (GEOSECS) and Transient Tracers in the Ocean (TTO)
data sets. If large oceanic regions (or provinces) can be identified on the basis of constant [N]:[P] ratios,
then the distributionequationfor a reactivevariable showsthat the ratio of the net reactionrates involving
N and P in each one is equal to its concentrationratio. Organismswithin the interiors of the provinces
would then be in balancewith the ratios in which the nutrientsare present,producing a non-fractionatedor
"ideal" nutrient covariation.Such provincescan be observedthroughoutthe ocean.Notable featuresare as
follows: (1) Betweenthe euphoticzone and 500 m in the west central North Atlantic is a large region in

which
N-Pregeneration
produces
veryhigh[N]:[P]ratios:
N50molmo1-1Potential
causes
are18øWater
formation, coccolithophoridgrowth, nitrogen fixation, or atmospheric fixed-nitrogen deposition. (2)

Mostoligotrophic
surface
waters
seem
to have[N]:[P]between
0 and3 molmol-1,implying
thatthenet
removal
ratioofN andP inthose
waters
is0-3molmol
-•. (3)Below
600m,theocean
contains
largeprovinces
withN-Pregeneration
ratios
of 12-18molmol-•.Thedominant
ratiois slightly
sub-Redfield
at
14.5-15
molmol , withtheentire
Indian
Ocean
below3000m being
ideally
covariant
at 14.7molmol-•.
Thenortheastern
Pacific
hasprovinces
withverylowregeneration
ratios(<14molmol-1).Vertical
boundariesbetweendeepprovinces in the western Pacific and easternAtlantic suggestthat particles from immediately above control regenerationratios, whereasthe more horizontal boundariesbetween western Atlantic provincesappearto reflect a greaterimportanceof horizontallytransportedparticlesin water masses
like Antarctic IntermediateWater. N-P reactionrate ratios along deep isopycnalsurfacesare quite variable.

INTRODUCTION

Productionor consumptionof dissolvednutrients by marine
organismsmay occur in ratios that differ from the ratios of the
concentrationsof those nutrients in the surroundingocean. If,
however, in a given body of seawater,the ratio of the net rates
at which a form of nutrient nitrogen (N) and a form of nutrient
phosphorus(P) are being produced(or consumed)is identical
to the N-to-P concentrationratio, then the organisms present
cannotbe altering that ratio. Changesderiving from their metabolism and growth are in balance with their environment,
and fractionationof N and P is not being causedby biochemical reactions.

Persistence

of this condition

would

indicate

that

the organismsare able to maintain the concentrationratio despite the possible mixing-in of adjacent waters with different

Forms of nutrient nitrogen and phosphorusconsideredhere
are inorganic nitrate, nitrite, and phosphate. Nitrate is believed to be associatedwith "new" production brought about
by upward nutrient transport into the euphotic zone [Eppley
and Peterson, 1979], and nitrite is equally usable by phytoplankton [McCarthy et al., !977; McCarthy and Nevins,
1986]. Ammonia, dissolved organic nitrogen, and dissolved
organic phosphorusare not considered because although detectable even in oligotrophic waters [Brzezinski, 1988;
Jackson, 1988; Jackson and Williams, 1985], their presence
has not prevented phytoplankton from maintaining most of
the surfaceocean in a nitrate- or phosphate-depletedcondition
[Fanning, 1989]. Therefore in this work the concentrations
of N and P are defined as

concentration ratios. For these reasons, nonfractionated covariation

of nutrients

in such a situation

will be termed

[N]=[NO3] +[NO2] [P]=[PO43-]

"ideal"

covariation.

Becausethe ratios of nutrient reaction rates are important parameters describing chemical processesin the sea, the overall
purposesof this paper are (1) to evaluate the conceptthat the
ocean containslarge provinces in which ideal covariation exists between principal forms of nutrient nitrogen and phosphorus and (2) to determine the reaction rate ratios for those
forms within the provinces.The existenceof many suchprovincesand the range of their reactionrate ratios would be useful
indicatorsof the broad-scalechemicalimpact of marine organisms.

where
PO43indicates
molybdate-reactive
phosphate.
The mathematical

criterion for ideal covariation of N and P at

a point in the oceanis given by:

RN/RP= [N]/[P]

(1)

whereRN andRp arethenetinternal
reaction
rates(i.e.,production or consumption) of N and P. To identify regions of
ideal N-P covariation,we need an equationthat defines the relationship between [N] and [P] whenever the condition ob-

tains.The mostgeneralexpression
for RN /Rp at a given
point(x•,x2,x3) in a regionof idealcovariation
wouldinCopyright1992 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 92JC00007.
0148-0227/92/92JC-00007

$05.00

clude terms for advectionand eddy diffusion, would not contain
a steady state assumption,and would be derived from the equation for the distribution of a nonconservative variable, eq.
[Sverdrupet al., 1942, equationV,9] as follows:
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i•[N]/i•t
- • {•/•xi(K
i i9[N]/i•xi)
- ui i9[N]/i•x
i}
1

3

0[P]/0t
- • {O/•xi(K
i O[P]/Oxi)
- ui O[P]/Ox
i}
1

= [N] / [P]

(2)

The K.l and u. representeddy diffusivitiesand advectionvelocities, respectively.
Supposethat [N] and [P] at all points in the region have a
constant ratio, A. Then [N] = A [P], and substitution of this
relationship into (2) gives

Rs/R?= A = [N]/[P]

(3)

IN NUTRmNT

PROVINCES

The approachtaken in the presentwork is in effect to determine if some of these same nutrient data can be regroupedto
achieve zero intercepts.
To evaluate N-to-P reaction rate ratios with linear regressions, a set of IN] and [P] values must be selected that will
hopefully have a close fit to a straightline. The slope of that
line is then treated as a first order approximation to the reaction rate ratio. Typically, the selectionis made on the basisof
physical criteria suchas whether or not the data lie along surfaces of constantpotential density, where the most rapid mixing is thought to occur. Nutrient concentrationsalong these
isopycnalsurfacesare obtainedby interpolation.Slopesof the

orderof 15-17molN (molp)-I for thefinal[N]-[P]mixing
lines are frequently found and are consideredto reflect the
"Redfield"

nutrient

model.

[N] / [P] = A is thus a solution to (2), and, since (3) matches

However, there are problems.Cross-isopycnalmixing can be
(1), the presenceof a constantconcentrationratio in an oce- difficult to treat [Takahashi et al., 1985, p. 6919], and differanic region is sufficientto demonstratethe existenceof ideal ent end-memberselectiontechniquescan influence regressionN-P covariation in the region. Note that a constant [N]'[P]
derived reaction rate ratios (e.g., Takahashi et al. [1985]
ratio is equivalent to a linear regressionof [N] against [P] versus Minster and Boulahdid [1987]). Moreover, sinking
which passesthroughthe origin (zero intercept).
particlescan settle at rates that range up to hundredsof meters
This analysisrevealsthe techniquefor accomplishing
the two per day [Carder et al., 1982; Billett et al., 1983]. Thus they
purposesoutlined above. Search the global distribution of can move independentlyof the water, and particle-dependent
oceanic [N]'[P] ratios for groupingswith values that are con- "biochemical"circulation of nutrients may differ from physistant within analytical uncertainty. If those groupings are cal circulation [Redfield et al., 1963].
clusteredin largeprovinces,thenthe oceanwouldappearto be
In the analysis presented here, few presumptionsneed be
composedof such provinces, and the value of the constant made about the role of physicalprocessesin nutrient cycling.
[N]'[P] ratio for eachprovinceis the reactionrate ratio for the The primary guide for the selection and grouping of N-to-P
province.
concentrationratios is the spatial distribution of the nutrient
Many authorshaveobtained[N]-[P] regressions
with nonzero concentrationsin the water column. To my knowledge, this
interceptsfor data from oceanicregions[e.g.,Redfield, 1934' approachto reactive soluteshas been tried only a few times
Redfield et al., 1963' Broecker and Peng, 1982; and Minbefore, e.g., by Cooper [1937, 1938], who proposedthat 15
ster and Boulahdid, 1987]. Such regressionsare not consis- mol mol'1 be a "standard"
N-to-P concentration
ratio so that
tent with ideal covariation because of the intercept (B) in the fractionation could be identified by departuresfrom it; by Riregressionequation:
ley [1951], who described N-to-P concentrationratios in an
[N] = A[P]+B

(4)

Substitutionof (4) into (2) gives

RN/RP= A = ([N]- B)/ [P]= [N]/ [P]-B/[P]

(5)

Here the reactionrate ratio of N to P does not equal the N-to-P
concentration ratio but is instead the difference between that

ratio and a term (B / [P]) which could becomequite large if the

Atlantic cross section;by Jackson and Williams [1985], who
studied organic nitrogen and phosphorusin the Pacific; by
Fanning et al. [1988], who examined trace metal-nutrient interactions;and by Krom et al. [1991], who evaluatedMediterranean

nutrient

limitation.

Most

of these efforts

considered

only portions of the ocean. Fortunately, GEOSECS and TTO
data sets have sufficient coverage and quality to permit the
detectionof large regionsof ideal N-P covariationin the major
oceans using the criterion that such regions should have a

regionhappensto includethe upperwatercolumnwhere[P] is
likely to be small.Only a zero interceptconverts(5) identical- constant [N]:[P] ratio.
ly to (1) and indicatesideal covariation.
In the GeochemicalOcean SectionsStudy (GEOSECS) and
Transient Tracers in the Ocean (TTO) data sets, various linear
nitrateversusphosphatetrendsmay be computedfor different

depthrangesand areasof the ocean.Valuesfor A in (4) estimatedfrom property-property
plotsfor regionsof the Atlantic

andIndian
oceans
ranged
from12to22molN (molp)-I[Takahashi et al., 1985]. Mixing correctionsreducedthat range

to 14-18molmol-1.Mediterranean
regressions
haveA values
of 19-23molmol-1[Kromet al., 1991]. Whole-ocean
property-propertyplotswith GEOSECSdata showthatmostIndo-Pacific nitrate-phosphateregressionsinvolving surface waters
should have negative intercepts,implying that excessphosphateis presentafter nitrateis utilized.The equivalentplot for

DATA

CONSIDERATIONS

Data usedin this work were gatheredover a 12-yearperiod.A
pre-GEOSECScalibrationcruise,Antipode17 [ScrippsInstitution of Oceanography
(SIO), 1972] crossedthe equatorialPacific in the fall of 1971. GEOSECS sampledthe Atlantic from
June 1972 to March 1973, the Pacific from August 1973 to
June 1974, and the Indian from December 1977 to April 1978.
The TTO North Atlantic study (TTO-NAS) occurredbetween

April andSeptember1981,andthe TTO TropicalAtlanticstudy
(TTO-TAS) occurredbetween December 1982 and February
1983. With one exception,oceanicareaswhich undergolarge
the Atlantic [Broecker and Peng, 1982, Figure 1-4] suggests seasonalchangeswere sampledduring late springto early authat some Atlantic regressionscould show excess nitrate. tumn. Thus most of the comparisonspresentedbelow are for
These results are consistent with the nutrient detectability
warmer and presumablycalmerweather.The exceptionis the
west central North Atlantic, which was visited by GEOSECS at
analysisof Fanning [1989].
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region with a "constant"[N]'[P] shouldyield a data set with an

average
[N]:[P]
value
(rNl,)anda C.V.of(1%)(x/2)
= 1.41%.

portant consequences.
Nitrite

IN NUTRIENT

are not available

for a few stations and

depths,especiallyin the GEOSECS Atlantic data, whereasTTO
data compilationsgive a much more thorough coverage of nitrite distributions. All missing nitrite concentrationsare presumedto be zero for reasonsdiscussedby Fanning [1989].
Arsenate positively interferes with inorganic phosphatedeterminations in seawater. In oligotrophic surface waters and
much of the mid-depth ocean, arsenateconcentrations-- 0.02
pM, which is also a typical measured phosphate concentration in oligotrophic surface waters [Johnson and Pilson,
1972a; Andreae, 1979; Starham e! al., 1987]. Since reduced

arsenomolybdate
has nearly the samemolar absorptivityas reduced phosphomolybdate [Johnson and Pilson, 1972b] and
since arsenatewas not independentlydeterminedby the teams
that prepared the data sets, each GEOSECS or TTO phosphate
concentrationis correctedby subtracting0.02. The correction
is trivial for mid-depthsand the deepseabut has a muchlarger
effect on the [N]:[P] values calculatedfor oligotrophicupper
waters. Out of the almost 21,000 samplesconsidered,258 surface water sampleshave measured"phosphate"concentrations

The expected width W of the [N]:[P] cluster for the region

should
be4 timestheproduct
of rNl, andtheC.V.of thedata
set expressedas a fraction:

W= (4)(1.41/100)
rNp
In the generalcasefor N and P,

2]0.5rNp
W=(4)(10-2)[(C.V.)[N]2
+(C.V.)[p]
[N]:[P]

(8)

DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE 1VIAJOR•S

If the major oceansfollow the Redfield model and also have
ideal N-P covariation from surface to seafloor, then their com-

posite [N]:[P] profiles should follow a predictable pattern.
Consider a typical oligotrophic station such as GEOSECS 308

at 30øS,160øW.Multiplicationof its [P] valuesby 15 provides estimatesof the IN] values that shouldbe present if a
"Redfield" ideality existed at all depths.GEOSECS statistical
studies [Bainbridge, 1981; Broecker et al., 1982], replicate
analysesfrom the TTO data set, and detection limit estimates
[Fanning, 1989] suggest that conservatively assumed stan-

should
be0.2gmolkg-1forN determinations
of0 to0.02pmolkg-l' these
areassumed
todenote
onlyarse- darddeviations
and0.02gmolkg-• forP determinations.
Wewillassume
that

nate (i.e., zero phosphate)and are ignoredbecauseof the possibility that the zero phosphateis causedby the fallout of pollutant nitrogen oxides [Fanning, 1989].
From the foregoing,the equationfor the [N]:[P] ratios in this
study is

[N]:[P]
= {[NO3] +[NO2-]}/{[PO43-]mea
s- 0.02} (6)
where
unavailable
[NO2-]isassumed
tobezero.
Both GEOSECS and TTO data were generatedby the Physical
and Chemical OceanographicData Facility at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography.Very similar automatedtechniques
were used on all cruises [Bainbridge, 1981; Broecker e! al.,
1982; Weiss e! al., 1983; Brewer e! al., 1985], and analytical detection limits were statistically the same for both data
sets [Fanning, 1989].
GEOSECS workersevaluatedtotal deepwatersamplingprecision by two kinds of studies [Bainbridge, 1981; Broecker e!
al., 1982; Weiss e! al., 1983]. One was to trip several bottles (more than two) at the same depths on mid-to-deep water
casts during the Atlantic and Pacific expeditions. This study
reported relative standarddeviations (coefficients of variation
or C.V.) of 0.2 to 0.7% for nitrate and 0.3 to 1.7% for phosphate (+ arsenate).The secondstudywas conductedin all three
major oceansand consistedof assumingthat selectedadiabatic
deepwater columns representedsingle water massesand then
calculatingthe means,standarddeviations,and C.V. values for
nutrient analysesof those columns. The C.V. values were 0 to
0.8% for nitrate and 0 to 1.4% for phosphate(+ arsenate).
The evaluationof populationsof [N]:[P] ratios requiresesti-

thesedeviationsare independentof the magnitudesof measured
concentrations,since they are derived from differences between absorbance peaks in replicate analyses. Values of
C V

ß 'N]

and C V
'

'[P]

can then be estimated

and substituted into

(8)a•ong
with
avalue
of15forrNp
toobtain
the
projected

widthsof the [N]:[P] envelopefor the station. A depthplot of
thosewidths centeredon the 15:1 ratio outlinesthe T-shaped
profile to be expectedfor an entireideal Redfieldocean(Figure

1).The"cross-bar"
oftheT occurs
because
C.V.[NandC.V.[p
1

increase
dramatically
near
thesurface
as[N]an•[P]become
small.

[NI'[P] (mol/mol)
30

20

o
II

o

E

mates of the [N]:[P] variations that could occur as a result of

samplingand measurementerror alone. Analytical methodsfor
nitrate-nitrite and phosphateare unrelated and the associated
errors independent and uncorrelated. Therefore according to
Meyer [1975, p. 40], the C.V. of the quotientof [N] and [P] is
i

2]0.5
(C.V.)[N]:[p]
- [(C.V.)[N]
2+(C.V.)[p]
where (C ßV '[N
)

(7)

and (C 'V '[P]
)
are the coefficients of variation of

thetwo
meth•o•s.
Asanexample,
ifboth
[N]and
[P]can
bedetermined with a C.V. of 1%, then measurements for an oceanic

i

,

i

i

i

Fig. 1. Theoreticaldepthprofile of the ratio of IN] to [P] in an oligotrophic ocean in which ideal N-to-P covariationexists at a Redfield ratio. N is nitrate+ nitriLe,and P is molybdate-reactive
phosphate.
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Actualcomposite
profilesfor idealwatercolumnscoulddiffer
from Figure 1 by havinghorizontal"arms"that vary in average thicknesst or lengthL from thosefor other water columns,dependingon the intensitiesof variousupper-oceannutrient depletions.Slight regional differencesmight occcurin
the widthsof the vertical,deepwaterportionsof profilesdue to

IN NUTRIENT

PROVINCES

linesmayshiftfrom15molmol-] if regions
donotexactly

The moststrikingfeatureof compositeGEOSECS [N]:[P] profiles for the major oceansis that they have two distinctlydifferent shapes (Figures 2a to 2c). Indian and Pacific ocean
profilesroughlyresemblethe number7 while the Atlantic profile resemblesthe ideal T shape. Interestingly, the same T
shape was evident in the TTO [N]:[P] distributions for the
North Atlantic 9 years after GEOSECS (Figure 3a) and the
tropicalAtlantic 10 yearsafter GEOSECS (Figure 3b). The T

follow the Redfield model. However, the fundamental symme-

is characteristic

try of Figure 1 is representative
of the ideal case,and actual
[N]:[P] distributionsfrom the global data sets may be com-

Despitethe large [N]:[P] differencesin upperoceanwaters,all
GEOSECSandTTO [N]:[P] distributions
narrowand approacha

pared to it.

"constant"
Redfieldratio of about 15 mol mol-] towardthe

differences

in absolute

nutrient

concentrations.

The center

of the Atlantic.

[N]:[P](mol/mol)

[N]:[P] (mol/mol)
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20
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0
0

/!

'
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ß
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o
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c

Fig. 2. Compositeprofilesof the ratio of [N] to [P] in the majoroceans,basedon GEOSECSdata.N is nitrate+ nitrite,andP
is molybdate-reactive
phosphate.
Dashedlinesoutlinethe missingpart of the profilesexpectedfor approximately
ideal Redfield covariation.(a) Indian Ocean.(b) Pacific Ocean,with solidblack and white outline indicatingthe Indian Ocean [N]:[P]
profilefor comparison.
(c) AtlanticOcean,with solidblackandwhiteoutlineindicatingthe IndianOcean[N]:[P] profilefor
comparison.
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the entirety of either ocean. Dashed lines in Figure 2a and 2b
show the sectionsof the graphs that should contain points if

[N]'[P] (mol/mol)
o

IN NcrmmN'r

5O

the covariation

were ideal.

The Atlantic could be fundamentallydifferent from the Indoß

Pacific

because

all of its waters

exhibit

ideal

N-P

covariation

around
a singleratiolike 15 molmol-]. If so,thenAtlantic
[N]'[P]values
thatdepart
from15molmol-] should
berandomly scattered, and the frequency and magnitude of positive departures should approximate those of negative departures.
These predictions may be tested since TTO data come from

TTO
North

Atlantic

north of 10øS while GEOSECS data come from the whole At-

lantic (see Figure 7a). The required randomnesswould dictate
that the composite[N]:[P] profile for GEOSECS South Atlantic
stationsshouldalso have a high [N]:[P] "arm" in the upper waters. However, Figure 4 showsthat the GEOSECS South Atlantic profile has no high [N]:[P] arm and is in fact reasonably
similar to the GEOSECS Indian Ocean profile (black and white
outline). Thus Atlantic [N]:[P] significantlylarger than 15 mol

mol-• arelargelyconfined
to theNorthAtlantic
in boththe
TTO

a

[N]'[P] (mol/mol)
o

lO

2O

3O

4O

5O

TTO

Tropical Atlantic

and the GEOSECS

data sets.

To determine if those values are at least uniformly distributed
within the North Atlantic, the maximum [N]:[P] value at each
GEOSECS or TTO station was noted and assigneda color according to the range into which it fell. When plotted on the
cruisetracks, the colors show that the largest [N]:[P] values are
found primarily in the west central North Atlantic (Plates l a
and lb). They are not distributed randomly as they should be
if North Atlantic N and P covaried in an ideal manner and processingerrorsproducedthe scatterin upper ocean [N]:[P].
Expanded-scaleplots of the North Atlantic [N]:[P] profiles
show that maximum [N]:[P] values usually lie between 100 and
300 m (Figures 5a to 5c)]. If random analytical variability
were the causeof the T-shaped North Atlantic [N]:[P] distribution, both maximum and minimum values shouldbe in the up-

.

[N]:[P] (mol/mol)
0

.

10

2o

3o

4o

5o

0
ß

1

b
Fig. 3. Compositeprofiles of the ratio of [N] to [P] in the Atlantic
Ocean,basedon TransientTracersin the Ocean (TTO) data.N is nitrate
+ nitrite, and P is molybdate-reactivephosphate.(a) North Atlantic
region(TTO-NAS), with solidblackand white outline showingIndian
Ocean [N]:[P] profile for comparison.(b) Tropical Atlantic region
(TTO-TAS), with solidblack and white outline showingIndian Ocean
[N]:[P] profile for comparison.

• 2•
••-3t

GEOSECS
Atlantic
south
of
TTO
region

• ..'
!

C3 4

6

bottom.When consideredas a singleunit, the deep sea,where
nutrient remineralization predominates,gives the strongest
suggestionof ideal Redfield covariation.
These initial impressionswill now be examinedfurther.

Shapesof the [N].'[P] Distributions

The pronounced[N]:[P] asymmetryin the upperIndo-Pacific
arguesagainstideal N-P covariationaround a single ratio in

7
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Fig. 4. Composite
profileof the ratioof [N] to [P] in the regionof the
Atlantic GEOSECSsamplingarea that was not sampledby TTO. N is
nitrate+ nitrite, and P is molybdate-reactivephosphate.Locations of
stationsused in the compositeare shownby solid circles in Figure
7a. The solid black and white outline shows the Indian Ocean [N]:[P]

profile for comparison.
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Fig.5. Expanded
composite
profiles
of theratioof [N] to [P]in theupper1000m of theNorthAtlanticOcean.N is nitrate+
nitrite,andP is molybdate-reactive
phosphate.
(a)GEOSECSdatafrom 1972-1973.(b) TransientTracersdatafrom the
northern
cruisetrack(TTO-NAS),1981.(c) Transient
Tracersdatafromthetropicalcruisetrack(TTO-TAS), 1982-1983.

per 100 m of the water columnwherethe lowest[N] and [P]
valuesare. In contrast,the high [N]:[P] zone appearsto reside
mainly,thoughnot exclusively,betweenthe bottomof the euphotic zone and the permanentthermocline.Figures6a and
6b are GEOSECS

north-south

[N]'[P] provincesin the westcentralNorthAtlantic,but further
definitionof theseprovinceswas not attemptedbecauseof the
large uncertainties.

and east-west cross sections

that indicatethe lateral patternof this subsurfaceregion containingthe highestAtlantic [N]:[P] values.
The [N]:[P] maximahave considerableuncertainty,between5

PossibleCausesof theNorth AtlanticHigh-[N]:[P] Anomaly

Oneoptionis thathigh[N]:[P] wateris createdelsewhere
and

and30molmo1-1
depending
ondepth
(Figure
1).However,
be- then transportedto the west centralNorth Atlantic. However
causethe maxima cluster nonrandomlyin a single subsurface we note from Plates la and lb that GEOSECS and TTO did not
zone of limited extent,Atlantic profiles do not supportthe hy- find waters from outsidethe region with sufficiently large

pothesisthat its T-shaped[N]:[P] distributionis producedby
ideal covariationarounda single[N]:[P] value,Redfieldor otherwise.The clusteringsuggeststhe possibilityof severalhigh

[N]:[P] valuesto serveas sources.
Eventhe Mediterranean
has
to be ruled out becausealthoughits upper 500 m can have

[N]'[P]values
upto 90 molmo1-1
[Kromet al., 1991],no
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enced seawateris located •-1000 m deep under the west central
North Atlantic [Neumann and Pierson, 1966, p. 471].
Thus the high [N]:[P] values must be generatedin situ from
processesthat raise [N], lower [P], or both [Fanning, 1987].

Coccolithophoridblooms might cause high [N]:[P] ratios.
Coccoliths contain around 400 ppm phosphorus versus 50
ppm phosphorus in foraminiferal tests [Froelich et al.,
1982]. Coccolith phosphorus should be extracted from seawater in addition to that required by the coccolithophoridsoft
tissues.If the tissueshave a Redfield nitrogen-phosphorus
ra-

A physicalprocess
thatseemsto be involvedis 18ø Waterfor-

tio, a bloom could thus create a [P]-deficient seawater. More-

mation. Figures 6b and 7a illustrate the time when [N]:[P]

ratios
aslargeas50molmol-] wereactually
found
atthesea

over, coccolithophoridsdominate the >5 gm phytoplankton
fraction near Bermuda from November through March [Hurl-

surface. This surficial expression was most pronouncedat

burt et al., 1960], includingthe time of maximum18ø Water

high [N]:[P] ratiosexist betweenthe Strait of Gibraltar and the
west central North Atlantic. Moreover,

Mediterranean-influ-

GEOSECSstation120 (33ø16'N,56ø33'W)on March27, 1973
[Bainbridge, 1981] when the depthsshownwithin the gray
zone in Figure 6b contained seawater with salinities of

formation [Worthington,

1959]. For this mechanism to be

by the Gulf Streamto the northandwest,the latitudeof Bermu-

valid, coccolithophoridsshould have a total nitrogen-phosphorus ratio lower than Redfield so that the residual seawater
can have an [N]:[P] ratio greaterthan Redfield. However, some
cultured populations have been found to have ratios higher
than Redfield, or the opposite of the model's prediction.
$akshaug et al. [1983] reported 16-21 moles of nitrogen for
each mole of phosphorusin culturedEmiliania huxleyi, which
may or may not be representativeof field populations.

da(32øN)to thesouth,andthe45øWmeridianto theeast.Thus

Nitrogen fixation by Oscillatoria (Trichodesmium), might

36.403to 36.417ø/ooandtemperatures
of 17.98to 18.04oC.
These values indicate potential densitiesbetween 26.3 and

26.4 and identifythe waterat thosedepthsas 18ø Wateraccordingto Worthington's
[1959] criteria.He statedthatmaximum 18ø Water formation occurs in March in an area bounded

the mostpronounced
presenceof extremelyhigh [N]:[P] values contribute, albeit indirectly, to elevated [N]:[P] ratios. Caron the seasurfacewas duringGEOSECS studiesin late winter at penter [1983a] collected compositionaldata on Oscillatoria
a time of 18ø Water formation.No surface[N]:[P] valueslarger from the literature and reportedthat some Pacific colonieshad

than17molmol-]•werefoundawayfromthecontinents
during molar nitrogen-phosphorusratios of 44:1. Presumably,Atlan-

TTO (Figure7b), perhapsbecauseno winterTTO stationswere

takenin theregionwhere18ø Waterforms.

a
20

can have

similar

ratios.

Since

Oscillatoria

colonies utilize elemental atmospheric nitrogen that is not
part of the usual pool of dissolvednutrients, complete remin-

eralizationof the cells couldgive the surroundingseawateran
[N]:[P] ratio muchgreaterthana Redfieldvalue.

Latitude
(øN)
10

tic Oscillatoria

30

Nitrogen fixation could produce the subsurfacemaximum
[N]:[P] layer by the following mechanism.Oscillatoria grow

40

best at temperatures
above 18øC [Carpenter, 1983b];therefore the maximum productionof organic matter with high nitrogen-phosphorus
ratios should occur in the summertimeeuphotic zone. Some of this organic matter could sink as fecal
pellets or other particles and, because of incomplete remineralization during initial grazing and particle descent,arrive at
the 100-to-300-m zone reasonablyintact. Remineralization at
100-300 m might then producea buildup of IN] relative to [P]
in the water of the zone, and, becauseof the deep convective

mixing that occursduring 18ø Water formation,the high

Longitude(øW)

b
60
121

I

50
•20

119l

40
118

30

J117

116l

115_

ciationof highsurface[N]:[P]valueswith 18ø Waterformation
and the occurrenceof a maximum [N]:[P] layer at 100-300 m,
but it leaves unansweredthe obvious questionof why a similar
high [N]:[P] layer has not been found in other major oceans,
especiallythe Indian Ocean where nitrogen fixation is thought
to be very important [Carpenter, 1983b].

oO2o .
:

[N]:[P] water would rise to the surface during the subsequent
winter. This proposedmechanism explains the apparent asso-

ß

.

;

ß

L

PotentialTemperature: 18.0 deg C
PotentialDensity' 26.3-26.4

Fig. 6. Crosssectionsof the ratio of [N] to [P] in the upperwatersof
the west central North Atlantic Ocean based on GEOSECS

data. N is ni-

trate + nitrite, and P is molybdate-reactivephosphate. Station numbers are the small numbers on the horizontal scale. (a) North-to-south

transect, fall, 1972. (b) East-to-west transect, winter-spring, 1973.

Grayzoneshows18o Waterat station120.

A third potential mechanismfor producingthe high [N]:[P]
anomaly is "acid" rain and dry depositionfrom air massesthat
have passedover continental North America. Supportingevidence includes the following. Acid rain from North America
reachesBermuda,and nirogen oxides contributeup to 29% of
the excessstrongacidity of the rain [Church et al., 1982]. In
fact, only one sixth to one fourth of the fixed atmosphericnitrogenleaving North America survivesto reach the easternAtlantic [Galloway and Whelpdale, 1987]. Oceanic rain off
North Carolina had nitrogen:phosphorus
ratios of 130 to 280

molmo1-1
depending
onwhether
ornotammonia
wasincluded
in the computation [Paerl, 1985]. Total fallout fluxes from
Duce [1986] suggestthat the SargassoSea receives320-1640
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mat nitrogen(mat phaspharus)
-I from all atmospheric
sources. The time of the greatestdelivery of nitrates in Bermuda
rain is the winter when GEOSECS data showhigh [N]:[P] ratios

of ~50matmat-1at thesurface.
In summer,
theAzores
High
blocks eastwardmoving storm fronts and causeslower nitrate
levels in Bermuda rainfall [Jickells et al., 1982]. Finally, the
very high frequencyof undetectabte
dissolvedphosphatein the
west central

North

Atlantic

could well reflect

a flux of excess

nitrogenfrom the atmosphere[Fanning, 1989].
However, there are also arguments against an atmospheric
mechanism. Neither SargassaSea productivity [Knap et al.,
1986] nor the nitrate content of the North Atlantic thermacline [Peng and Broecker, 1984] appears to be appreciably
enhancedby fixed atmosphericnitrogen. Moreover, since the
fixed nitrogencontentin the atmosphereand in rain is much
higher near the U.S. coast than in Bermuda [Church et al.,
1982; Levy and Moxim, 1989], the maximum [N]:[P] ratio in
the water

column

should increase between

Bermuda

and the

U.S. coast. Plate lb showsjust the reverse: to the west and

northof Bermuda(at 32øN, 65øW), maximum[N]:[P] values
declinefrom >45 to <17 mat mat-1.
Thus, all three suggestedcauseshave promisingfeatures.Yet
there is enoughuncertaintyabouteach that a conclusivechoice
cannotbe made at the presenttime.
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This range is 10% or less of the maximum estimated surficial
analytical variability shown in Figure 1, and thus the standard
techniquesfor [N] and [P] suggestthat much of the upper oligotrophicoceancould have a "constant"[N]:[P] in this range.
That would fit the criterion for ideal cavariatian (equation (3))
and would indicate that the net oligotrophic N-ta-P incor-

poration
ratio(RN /Rp) mayalsofall between
0 and3 mat
mat-1. Obviously,
thestandard
methods
havepoorrelative
sensitivities at the low nutrient levels of the upper oligotrophic ocean, and these ideas need to be tested with high-sensitivity analysessuchas thoseof Braman and Hendrix [1989].
IDEAL

N-P

COVARIATION

IN THE DEEP

SEA

Examination of the deeper portions of the composite [N]:[P]
profiles for the major oceansindicatesthat althoughall of the

[N]:[P]envelopes
narrow
withdepthto ~15matmat-1,there
are noticeabledifferencesin their widths (Figures2 and 3). The
Indian Ocean has the narrawest deepwater envelope (see black
and white outlines in the figures). In some of the deepwater
profiles the scattermay be large enough to exceed the normal
scatter caused by sampling and measurement variability.
Therefore, none of the deep waters in the major ocean basins
may exhibit ideal N-P cavariatianarounda single [N]: [P] ratio

eventhough
mostdeep[N]:[P]values
arewithin2 malmat-1of
a typical Redfield ratio.
Because of their global coverage of the oceans, GEOSECS

datacanbeusedtoaddress
thatquestion.
Asmentioned,
c•EoAlthoughthereis little evidencefor ideal N-P covariationin
the entire water columnsof the major oceansat a typical Red-

SECS estimatesof sampling and analytical variability yield
C.V. ranges of 0-0.8% for deepwater nitrate and 0-1.7% for
fieldratiolike15matmat-1,thecomposite
[N]:[P]profiles
in deepwater phosphate (+ arsenate). Substitution of the upper
Figures2, 3, and5 do not rule it out in portionsof thosewaters values of the rangesinto (7) indicatesthat 1.9% is the maxiat lower concentrationratios. Supposethat nutrient reactions mum C.V. to be expected from proceduralvariability. Actual
in the mixed layer balanceout everywheresuchthat the upper C.V. values can be calculated for the composite GEOSECS
ocean
[N]:[P]is setbetween
7 and8 matmat-1.Since
mostof [N]:[P] profiles below selecteddepthsin the major oceansand
then evaluatedrelative to expectedC.V. values (Figure 10).
this region is oligotrophic,its [N] and [P] are frequently so
Figure 10 showsthat no matter how much of the water column
low that the resultantlarge [N]:[P] analyticalvariability (Figure 1) would prodUCea composite[N]:[P] profile with points is consideredfrom the bottom up to at least the 1-km level, the
scattered
widely
anduniformly
oneither
sideof7-8malmat
-1, Indian Ocean possessesmuch less [N]:[P] variability than eie.g.,from0 to 15matmat-1.Whenplotted
above
a compositether the Atlantic or the Pacific. Compared to the maximum the-

profile
fordeeper
waters
setat 15matmat-1,thisdistributionoretical
of upperocean[N]:[P] pointscouldin fact producea "7" shape
similar to the compositeInda-Pacific profiles (Figures2a and

C.V. value, the Indian Ocean could be said to exhibit

The possibilityof such upper ocean [N]:[P] randomnessis
testedin contourmaps of [N]:[P] ratios in the upper 10 m of
the oceans.The results(Figures7, 8, and 9) indicatethat highs

ideal N-P cavariatian everywherebelow 1400 m, while the Pacific and Atlantic do so only below 4800 m and 5200 m, respectively. However the 1.9% C.V. standardwas taken from the
poorestreplication obtainedin the GEOSECS variability studies, and the actual analyseshad to be more reproducible than
that on average. So the most realistic C.V. standard would
probably be half the maximum estimate, or 0.95%, and would
predict that while ideal cavariatian is not a viable model for

andlowsin [N]:[P]in thesewatersarealmostnowhererandom-

the Atlantic and Pacific oceans taken as wholes, it is viable for

ly distributed.
Excluding
thealreadydiscussed
18ø Watersite

theentire
Indian
Ocean
below
3000
m.SincelrNp
there
is14.7
matmat-l,
Rm/Rp
there
is14.7malmat-(equation
(3)),

2b).However
upper
ocean
points
largerthan7-8malma1-1
should be randomly intermingled with upper ocean points

smallerthan7-8 mat mat-1.

near GEOSECS station120, highstend to occurin areasof seasonalor permanentupwellingas shownin the global map of
Ekman transport divergence [Hellerman and Rosenstein,
1983, Figure 12]. Lows occurin the centralgyresof the major
oceans.This lack of randomness
precludesthe possibilitythat
upperoceanN and P experienceideal cavariatianat a single,
tess-than-Redfietdconcentrationratio in any major ocean.
However the interestingfeatureof Figures7, 8, and 9 is that,

with theexceptions
of polarwaters,portionsof the westcentral North Atlantic, and upwellingregionsof the equatorial
Pacific,the uppermostmid- and low-latitudesurfacewatersof

theocean
all have[N]:[P]ratiosbetween
0 and3 matmat-1.

and this ideal cavariatian is basicallyRedfield in nature.
A similar evaluationcannotbe easily made for deepwaterTTO
[N]:[P] ratios becausethe requisite assessmentof procedural
variability is lacking. However some idea of the likelihood of
ideal N-P cavariatian in the deep north and equatorialAtlantic
at the time of the TTO samplingcan be obtainedvisually from
the compositeprofiles. If we considerthe Indian Ocean profile
below 3000 m as the typical ideal profile, we can compare its
width to deep TTO profiles. The results (Figures 3a and 3b)
imply only a slight possibility of ideal N-P cavariatian in
deep Atlantic waters in the early 1980s becauseonly at great
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action rate ratios, especiallybelow 600 m, seem to be uniform
within major portions of the Pacific water column and to control [N]'[P] concentrationratios rather tightly. GEOSECS station coverage cannot define the full three-dimensionalextent
of these zones; so calculation of their actual C.V. values is not

possible. An indication of those values may be obtained by

calculating
C.V.values
forallPacific
[N]:[P]in 0.5-mol-mo1-1

20

20

40

increments for the entire water column and for depths below
600 m (Table 1). The results are much lower [han the maximum
analytical C.V. estimate of 1.9%, and most increments,especially below 600 m, have C.V. values that are less than the
most realistic analytical C.V. estimate of 0.95% (Figure 10).
These values and Plate 2 make a strongcase for ideal covariation set at different [N]:[P] values.
Another featureof Plate 2 is the changein the directionof the
boundariesbetween [N]'[P] zones. The boundariesare approximately horizontal above 600 m but assumea decidedly more
vertical orientation below 600 m, especially in the western
Pacific section. Most of these vertically oriented deep zones
tend to penetrate upward close to the main thermocline, sug-

gesting
thattheir[N]'[P]ratiosarecontrolled
by a verticalrain
of particles which release N and P in constantratios more or
less directly beneath the areas where they begin to sink. The
zones cross isopycnal surfaces and persist with constant
[N]'[P] valueseven thoughintermediate[N] and [P] maxima are

foundat mid-depths.
For example,at lø-5øN alongthe western
[N]:[P] Ratio (mol/mol)

section,[N] and [P] decline from maxima of 41 and 2.8 grnol

kg-•, respectively,
at 1 kmto 36 and2.2gmolkg-•, respec12-15
9-12
6-9
3-6
o-3

Fig. 8. Ratios of [N] to [P] in the upper 10 m of the Indian Ocean,
GEOSECS data, 1977-1978. N is nitrate + nitrite, and P is molybdatereactive phosphate.Small numbersare stationnumbers.

tively, at the bottom [Craig et al., 1981, Plates 17 and 15].

The fact that the [N]:[P] concentration
ratio remainsconstant

at 14.5-15
molmol-• despite
these
declines
suggests
a consistent remineralizationpattern which is able to overcomethe effects of horizontal inputs of adjacent waters with diff6rent
[N]'[P] ratios.

In the eastern Pacific section, there is a closer approach to
horizontal zone boundaries below 600 m, found mainly be-

tween15øNand10øS.This featurestandsout particularlywell

between
theequator
and10øS,
where15-15.5
molmol-• (gray)
depthsdo the profilesbecomeas narrowas the Indian Ocean
waterbothoverliesandunderlies
14.5-15mol mo1-1(dark

profile.No effectiveargumentcanbe madefor idealN-P covariation throughoutthe entiredeepNorth and EquatorialAtlantic
duringTTO. This findingis consistent
with GEOSECSAtlantic
results.

Pacific Subregions

The fact that only a tiny fraction of the Pacific has a small

green) water. A possibleexplanationis that particles sinking

belowthe thermocline
southof 10øSfollow two pathsduring
remineralization.The upper path would be a nearly horizontal
northwardmotion between500 and 1000 m deep, and the lower
path would be a vertical sinking to below 2000 m followed by
a combination of additional vertical sinking with northward

horizontaltransportbetween10øSand15øN.
A pronouncedfeature of Plate 2 is the clear, south-to-north-

enough[N]:[P] variability to suggestideal covariationdoes east-decreasingtrend in [N]:[P] ratio below the euphotic zone,
not rule out the possibilitythat subregionsof the Pacific ex- whichis coloredolivegreenor rednorthof 50øS. In the south
hibit ideal covariation set at differing [N]:[P] values by local
internal reactions.This questionis explored in a combined set
of [N]:[P] cross sectionsalong three GEOSECS cruise tracks
(solid lines in Figure 9). The resultsare displayedin a colorcoded,quasi-isometric
contourmap which gives a three-dimensional senseof the [N]:[P] distributionthroughoutmost of the

Pacific, especially in or near the Antarctic, subsurface[N]:[P]

ratioslie between14.5 and 15.5 mol mol-• with a few exam-

plesof 15.5-16
molmol-• (blue).Thewestern
section
extends
far enough souththat some of these ratios are even presentin

theeuphotic
zone.Ratiosabove14.5molmol-• dominate
the
subeuphotic
zone water as far northas 10øN in the eastern

Pacific (Plate 2).

Pacific and 31øN in the western Pacific. Then as we look fur-

The principal feature is that the Pacific appearsto be composedof large, coherentzones within which the [N]:[P] ratio

ther north along the eastern Pacific section or eastward from
N31øN, 170øE in the north Pacific section,this water becomes
progressivelylower in [N]'[P] and finally even drops below 13

doesnotvaryby morethan0.5molmo1-1,
especially
in the
deeper regions below 600 m. Thus the [N]:[P] variability in
Figure 10 which is larger than analytical scatteris not the result of a random, widespread,small-scalevariability in internal reactionsinvolving nutrients.Instead the internal N-P re-

molmol-• (red)between
0.5kmand2 kmat--34øN,130øW.
These low [N]'[P] ratios were found at GEOSECS station 347

and at the GOGO-I station,which was a previousoccupationof
the same location about 3 years earlier [SIO, 1972].
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[N]:[P] Ratio (mol/mol)
12-15
9-12
6-9

3-6

Fig. 9. Ratiosof nutrient[N] to [P] in the upper10 m of the PacificOceanfrom pre-GEOSECSAntipode17 data(1971) and

GEOSECSdata(1973-1974).N is nitrate+ nitrite,andP is molybdate-reactive
phosphate.
Smallnumbers
areGEOSECSstation numbers. Solid lines denote the locations of the cross sections in Plate 2.

phosphorusrelative to nitrogen than a Redfield value and be
remineralizedcongruentlyto producea low [N]:[P] ratio in the
water. Alternatively, they may have a composition as rich or
in the eastern Pacific cross-section of Craig et al. [1981,
richer in nitrogen than a Redfield value but lose phosphorus
Plate29]. Thislocationcorresponds
to the 10ø to 20øN region more rapidly than nitrogen during remineralization. In any
in the eastern Pacific section of Plate 2 where low [N]:[P] valevent, by the time the particles crossthe orange-greenbounduesdo indeedoccur.Howeverequallylow valuesare founddown ary in the NE Pacific, they are either not releasingnitrogenand
to2000
mat,--34øN,
130øW
where
[02]is50-100
gmol
kg-1 phosphorus,so that remineralization of particles from other
accordingto Craig et al. Thereforedenitrificationis an incom- sourcespredominates,or are being remineralizedat more Redfield-like
ratios.
plete explanation.
How might these particles originate? One possibility is that
Deepwaterboundaries
betweenthe low [N]:[P] zonesin Plate
2 roughly approximatedownward-pointing"V's" centeredon they are composed of very fresh organic matter which sinks
,--34øN,130øW, suggestingthat particleswhose reactions rapidly due to extensive fecal pellet formation and/or downcausethe ratios may originateabove 1 km at this positionand welling. Certainly, downwelling seemsto be generally present
then settleoutwardand downward.The particlesmay have more in this region of the NE Pacific. Hellerman and Rosenstein
What causesthe feature? Denitrification is a possible expla-

nationsince
[02] isverylowin some
areas
of thePacific.
The
lowest
is< 2 gmolkg-1at 100-600
m between
10øNand20øN
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According to Figure 10, GEOSECS data show that Atlantic
[N]:[P] ratios are as least as variable as Pacific [N]:[P] ratios.
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m. Therefore

the same techniqueused to producePlate 2 is applied to three
GEOSECS Atlantic sections(delineatedby solid lines in Figure
7a) to determinewhetherAtlantic [N]:[P] are found in large regions of "constant" ideal N-P cavariatian or are randomly
scatteredin a manner not consistentwith large-scaleuniformity in N-P reaction rate ratios.
The results(Plate 3) suggestthat large portionsof the Atlan-
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Indeed, a comparisonof the widths of the compositeGEOSECS
[N]:[P] profiles in Figures 2b and 2c suggeststhat the deep
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The

color patterns clearly show that the various 0.5-mate-permole-wide [N]:[P] zones are not randomly distributed.Orange
I

'

I

'

I

'

I

'

(14-14.5
matmat-]) anddarkgreen
(14.5-15
matmat-•) zones
tend to predominate in the bottom water and at ~1 km in the

Fig. 10. Coefficient of variation (C.V.) for the ratio of [N] to [P] in
subportionsof the water columns of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian
oceans,usingGEOSECSdata. Each C.V. value is plotted at the depth
of the top of the subportionbeing averagedto obtain it, and the bottom depthfor all subportionsof a particularoceanis the greatestdepth
sampledin that ocean.N is nitrate + nitrite, and P is molybdate-reacrive phosphate.Symbolsare as follows: solid circles, Atlantic Ocean,
1972-1973; open circles, Pacific Ocean, 1973-1974; solid triangles,
Indian Ocean, 1977-1978. Dashed lines indicate the maximum and

most realistic C.V. values to be expectedfrom analytical uncertainty
(see text).

South
Atlantic,
andgray(15-15.5matmat-•)andblue(15.516matmat-•) zones
tendtopredominate
atmid-depths
within
30 degreesof the equator.GEOSECS stations75-77 and 79-88

lie in the far SouthAtlanticbetweenCapeHorn at 55øS and
station89 at 60øS(seeFigure7(a)), and87% of theirsamples

have[N]:[P]ratios
in the14-15matmat-1range,
in agreement
with the high-latitude patterns in Plate 3. The next largest
group of samplesfor these southernocean stationshas 15-16

matmat-• butconstitutes
only10%of thetotal.Datafromthe
Antarctic

[1983, Figure 12] estimate downwelling rates in much of the

stations

between

the southern

ends of the sections

could not be conveniently displayed in the quasi-isometric
projection.
Plate 3 also showsthat the region of very high [N]:[P] values

NorthPacific
tobe0-20cmd-1inJulyand>20cmd-1in January.Thereis alsoa seasonal
upwelling
of 0-20cmd-1in July from16matmat-• to wellbeyond
18.5matmat-] is concenvery closeto the North American coastfrom the Baja Peninsu- tratednorthof 10øN and above500 m, in agreement
wlxhthe
la to British Columbia. Primary productionstimulatedby this pattern suggestedby Figures4-6 and Plate 1 above.
upwellingcould provide a sourceof fresh organicmatter to be
BecauseTTO did not sampleextensively in the South Atlandownwelled later. Obviously though, additional comparative tic, confirmation of Plate 3 using TTO data was possible for
studieson particle dynamicsand compositionover large por- only a portion of the range coveredby the GEOSECS transects
tionsof the NE Pacific will be requiredto evaluatethis hypoth- (see ptussesand crossesin Figure 7a). The limited quasi-isoesis.
metric projectionobtainablewith TTO data (Plate 4) appearsto
Lower [N]:[P] ratiosin the upper2 km of the NE Pacific have corroboratethe GEOSECS projection from 9-10 years earlier,
also been confirmedby more recent data from a 1984 transect i.e., blue-gray dominant at mid-depths and dark green domiof the Vertical Transportand Exchange(VERTEX) project~10 nant near bottom.
years after GEOSECS (Table 2). Thus work from GOGO-I to
An assessmentof the possibility of ideal N-P cavariatian in
VERTEX providesa 13-yearrecordof theseratios.
the deep Atlantic is indicated by C.V. values calculated for all
A final observation

from Plate 2 concerns

surfaces of con-

GEOSECS
[N]:[P]ratios
below
600mgrouped
in0.5matmat-1

stantpotential density that intersectwaters in the upper 2 km
intervals (Table 3). These values range from 0.65% for the 14with widely varying [N]:[P] ratios.In fact, the 27.0 isapycnat 14.5 mat mat-• interval to 0.97% for the 14.5-15 mat mat-•
surfacepassesthroughregionswith ratios from <13 to 16 mat interval and compare quite favorably with the most realistic
mat-] whichis almost
aslargea range
asfound
in theentire estimate of procedural C.V., 0.95% (Figure 10). In view of
deep Pacific. Suchvariationsdo not lend supportto the value these low C.V. values and the pronouncedgroupings of like
of estimatingN-P regenerationratios by plotting N-P regres- colors in Plate 3, we may reasonably assert that large regions
sions of data from isapycnat surfaces.When surfacespass of ideal N-P cavariatianexist in the deep Atlantic.
Water mass "structure" in the western Atlantic section as dethrough so many zones in which ideal cavariatian of N and P
appearsto occur at different reactionrate ratios, a single reac- picted by [N]:[P] distributionpatternsbears an intriguing simtion rate ratio, suchas wouldresultfrom the slopeof an [N]-[P] ilarity to structurebased on temperatureand salinity, especialregression,could not apply to an entire isapycnatsurface.Daly in the southernportion of the section. The large gray region
ta from a portion of an isapycnat surface having a constant imbeddedwith someblue and purple areasis both underlainand
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The 34.8%o salinityboundaryis presentat depthsof-1000
m as far north as 15øN [Neumannand Pierson, 1966, Figure
14.38], whereasPlate 3 mostly showsthe gray color charac-

All Depths
No. of

[N]:[P], mol mol-•

Depths>600 m

C.V.

No. of

Samples %

13 0-13.5

101
174
370
1219
1948
370

13 5-14.0
14 0-14.5
14 5-15.0

15 0-15.5
15 5-16.0

C.V.

Samples %

1.14
1.09
0.97
0.89
0.93
0.69

14
69
234
1000
1777
353

1.07
0.94
0.93
0.87
0.93
0.68

teristic of NADW at 1000 m between 8øS and 15øN. This lack

of an "Antarctic"[N]:[P] signaturewhere salinityindicatesthat
AAIW shouldbe presentsuggests
that the remineralization
of

particlesrainingdownwardfrom upperwatersof the western
equatorial Atlantic overwhelms the remineralization of particles being horizontally transportedin the AAIW. The downward-raining particles apparently remineralize at a higher Nto-P

ratio.

No clear pattern of horizontal interminglingof [N]:[P] signatures is evident in the easternAtlantic in Plate 3. The gray re-

gionwiththenorthern
signature
of 15-15.5
molmol-• essenoverlainby a dark greenregionimbeddedwith someorangeareas. The southernmostpenetrationof the gray region is at

tially stopsbetween20øSand30øSandis replaced
by thedark

green(14.5-15molmol-•) andorange
(14-14.5molmol-•)

-•40øSanda depthof 2500 m. Maximumnorthwardpenetration Antarctic regionsacrossa reasonablyvertical boundary.There

of theuppergreentongueis at •-8øSand 1000m. The lower is a slight indication of horizontal interpenetrationof gray
greentonguecanbe detected
asfar northas30øN.Neumann anddark greenbetween2000 and4000 m deepat 20ø-30øS.
and Pierson [1966, Figure 14.38 and text] indicate that the
34.8%0 salinityboundarybetweensouthward-flowing
water
of North Atlantic origin (i.e., North Atlantic Deep Water, or
NADW) and northward-flowingAntarctic IntermediateWater
(AAIW) and AntarcticBottomWater (AABW) falls very close
to the gray/darkgreenboundaryin Plate 3. In the deepwestern
Atlantic most of the water conventionallyconsideredto have a
North Atlantic origin has an [N]:[P] between15 and 16 mol

However,more stationsbetween20øS and 30øS would be necessaryto be certain, and in any case, the meridional extent of
the interpenetrationis much less than in the western Atlantic
section. AAIW

and AABW

have much weaker flows in the east-

ern Atlantic [Neumann and Pierson, 1966, Figures 14.39 and
14.40]. Such flows would permit longer contactwith a vertical
rain of upper ocean particles and promote a greater verticality
in the boundaries between [N]:[P] provinces. Thus the deep
mo1-1,
andmostof thewaterof Antarctic
originhasan[N]:[P] easternAtlantic [N]:[P] pattern is consistentwith an ideal cobetween
14 and15 molmo1-1.
The pronounced
horizontalvariation in which the differing [N]:[P] ratios are set by a vercharacterof the gray/darkgreenboundaryimpliesthat the par- tical rain of upper ocean particles, just as proposed for the

ticlesreleasing
N andP in NADW, AAIW, andAABW arelarge- western Pacific.
Plate 3 also shows the intersection of three surfaces of conly createdin and transported
horizontallyfrom areascloserto
the regionswherethe massesform. Unlike the westernPacific stant potential density with [N]:[P] zones around the Atlantic.
in Plate 2, the western Atlantic lacks the vertical boundaries

The conclusion reached in connection with the Pacific [N]:[P]

suggestive
of a dominantrole for the vertical"rain-out"of up- distribution (Plate 2) applies here as well, namely that the isoper oceanparticlesalongthe pathsof the horizontallymoving pycnal surfaces pass through regions with very different
masses.
[N]:[P] ratios. Thus the prospectis strongthat reactionrate raNorth of 8øS in the westernAtlantic section,the correspon- tios of nutrient nitrogen and phosphorusalso vary considerabdencebetween[N]:[P] structureandphysicalstructureweakens. ly along these surfaces,and the usefulnessof a single N-P re-

water

TABLE

2. VERTEX

o
5o

6o
8o
12o
14o

195
295
385
485

665
760
885
985
lO9O
1485

198o

• 43-1[NO3l [NI:[P]

gmolkg'• gmolkg-• molmol-•
0.42
0.59
0.60
0.97
1.55
1.94
2.05
2.42
2.82
3.06
3.41
3.42
3.38
3.34
3.22
3.16
3.00

3.70
6.08
4.84
9.38
22.13
25.17
28.55
33.55
39.53
41.74
43.90
43.93
44.00
43.92
44.57
43.00
41.25

Station 4 (33.3øN, 139.1øW)
June29 to July 1, 1984

June 24-26, 1984

June 13-17, 1984

m

and Gordon, 1988)

Station2 (35.1øN,128.2øW)

Station 1 (35.8øN, 122.6øW)

Depth

Nutrient Data (Martin

9.25
10.67
8.34
9.87
14.46
13.11
14.06
13.98
14.12
13.73
12.95
12.92
13.10
13.23
13.93
13.69
13.84

Depth
m

100
20O

[PO
43-] [NO3] [N]:
[P]

gmolkg-1 gmolkg-• molmol-•
0.17

1.34

300

1.8O

4OO

2.34

490

2.88

590

3.16

685

318

785

3 26
338
327
3 27
3 25
2.90
2.91

88O

980
1080
1450
1720
1970

Depth 43-1 [NO3'I [NI:[P]
m

0.45
19.4
27.0

3.00
14.70
15.17

100
195
290

32.8
39.3
42.0
44.1
45.1
44.9
45.5
45.3
44.6
42.8
42.5

14.14
13.74
13.38
13.96
13.92
13.36
13.66
13.94
13.81
14.86
14.71

390
490
585
685
790
890
990
1085
1280
1475
1725
1975

gmolkg-• gmolkg'• molmol'•
0.08
0.56
1.20
1.64
2.40
2.95
3.28

0.22
7.45
17.4
22.4
32.3
39.8
43.8

3.36
3.26
3.40

44.6
43.1
43.6

3.40
3.40

43.7
44.0

3.02
3.10

42.8
42.2

3.16

41.4

3.67
13.80
14.75
13.83
13.57
13.58
13.44
13.35
13.30
12.90
12.93
13.02
14.27
13.70
13.18
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Plate4. Quasi-isometric
projection
ofTTO-TASandTTO-NASAtlantic
[N]:[P]values
for thecrosssections
indicated
by the

plusses
andcrosses
inFigure
7a.N isnitrate
+ nitrite,
andP ismolybdate-reactive
phosphate.
Color
coding
oftheranges
of
[N]:[P] ratiosis shownin the inset.
TABLE

3. Coefficients of Variation (C.V.) for Atlantic
[N]:[P] Ratios Below 600 m
No. of

[N]:[P],molmo1-1

Samples

C.V.

%

13.0-13.5
13.5-14.0
14.0-14.5

0
6
410

14.5-15.0
15.0-15.5
15.5-16.0
16.0-16.5
16.5-17.0
17.0-17.5
17.5-18.0

914
814
458
269
44
40
15

-0.83
0.65
0.97
0.93
0.90
0.85
0.74
0.86
0.70

2

--

18.0-18.5

gression
to definethereaction
rateratiofor anyoneof themis
unclear.This conclusionis especiallyapplicableto the 27.0
surfacewhereon[N]:[P] concentration
ratiosvary from 14 mol

mo1-1to over18.5molmo1-1.
SUMMARY

DISCUSSION

The model of ideal N-P covariationappearsviable for large

regionsof the oceans.Most of the deepsea,for example,
seemsto be composed
of largeprovinces
with constant
[N]:[P]
valuesthat are set by biochemicallycontrolledparticle-water
reactions.Ideal N-P covariationmay controlthe entire Indian
Oceanbelow 1400 m; it certainlydoesso below 3000 m. Be-

neaththe principalAtlantic and Pacific thermoclines(i.e.,
>600 m), crosssectionssuggestthat [N]:[P] ratios tend to

cluster
ingroups
inwhich
allratios
arewithin
0.5molmo1-1
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of each other. Thesegroupscorrespondto reasonablycompact watersin the Pacific sectorseemto have higherregeneration
volumes

of seawater which can be hundreds to thousands of

meters deep and tens to hundredsof kilometers wide (Plates 2
and 3). If all the [N]:[P] ratios from the Atlantic or the Pacific

aregrouped
in 0.5molmo1-1
increments
without
regard
tolocation, the coefficients of variation for those increments are

very close to the most realistic estimate of the C.V. that
shouldresult from analytical variability (0.95 %, Tables 1 and

3). Within the capability of current analytical methods to
make distinctions,the watersin each incrementappearto be-

longto a singlepopulation
with the same[N]:[P] ratio.Additionalnutrienttransects
will be required
to definethethree-dimensional
shapes
of thevariouszonesor provinces
identified
in Plates2 and 3 in order to determinetheir individualC.V.'s
more precisely.

Imbeddedin the largedeepwaterprovincesin Plates2 and3

are tiny zonesthatare differentlycoloredandare definedby
only a few points,in somecasesjust oneor two pointsandin
othercasesa verticalstringof pointsat a singlestation.The
possibility
cannotbe ruledout thatthesesmall,poorlydefined
zonesresultfrom chancedistributionof analyticalvariations,

especially
if their[N]:[P]values
areonly0.5molmol'l different from the well-definedprovincesin whichthey are imbedded. Much closersamplespacingwouldbe requiredto determinewhetheror not the smallzonesreallyexist.

ratios than in the Atlantic

or Indian sectors.

In view of all the significantwork on deep-seanutrientsbased
on the insightsof Redfield and coworkersIRedfield, 1934;
Redfield et al., 1963; etc.] an important questionis, "What
about preformednutrients?"This questionnormally refers to
nutrient concentrationswhen newly formed deep waters sink
from the surface,but it also relatesto the conceptof provinces,sincenutrientconcentrations
in watersmoving out of
one [N]:[P] provincecould serve as preformedconcentrations
for adjacentprovinces.Mathematicalanalysiseasily demonstratesthe intuitive idea that the mixing of two water masses
with different [N]:[P] valuesproducesa mixture with an intermediate value, although it cannot be assumedto be a linear
function of the degree of mixing. This mixing would, of
course,occur along the rims of the [N]:[P] provincesin Plates
2 and3, andthe intermediate
valueswouldpersistuntil regeneration plus further mixing producethe [N]:[P] values of the
interiorsof the provinces.The thicknessof theserims will depend on the relative magnitudesof physicalmixing and biological reactionrates (see above).Unfortunatelythe sample
spacingin the GEOSECS and TTO data setscannotprovide
suchinformationas detailed[N]:[P] contoursalongthe boundary regions of the provinces,and the important questions
aboutboundaryprocesses
await futurestudies.It is temptingto
proposethat the interfingeringof dark green and gray zones

Someof thedeep[N]:[P]provinces
alignwithphysically
definedwatermasses
suchasNorthAtlanticDeepWaterandAnt- below2000m at 10øSto 10øNin theeastern
Pacificrepresents
arctic Intermediate Water in the western South Atlantic. Others

boundaryinteractionsbetween provinces(Plate 2), but even
therethe samplespacingis probablytoo coarse.
in the northeasternand western Pacific or the eastern Atlantic.
[N]:[P] ratio studiesin the upperoceanandeuphoticzonereCritical subjectsfor future studywill be the interactions
be- late to the importantquestionof "new"versus"recycled"protween physical circulation and the chemical reactionsthat set duction in oligotrophicwaters [Eppley and Peterson, 1979].
the [N]:[P] ratiosin theseprovinces
andpermitchemicalreac- Sincenew productionis considered
to resultfrom the upward

appearto exist independentlyof physicalcirculationsuchas

tions to "override" the effects of circulation in certain locations. The balance between circulation rates and internal reac-

transport
of nitrateintotheeuphotic
zone,its RN:RP ratio
shouldbe an importantdescriptorof the mechanismof new

tion ratesshouldbe a key factor.Biologicalprocesses,
which production.As mentioned,despitea large uncertainty,data for
control nutrient reactions, occur on time scales of hours to

the upper 10 m of the oceansuggestideal covariationaboutan

years [Walsh, 1988, Figure 55] whereasoceanbasinsare ven-

[N]:[P]between
0 and3 molmol-• intheoligotrophic
euphotic

tilatedon timescalesof yearsin theAtlanticto manyhundreds zone(Figures
7, 8, and9), implying
anR•4:R
? of 0 to 3 mol
of yearsin the Pacific[Broeckerand Peng, 1982,Table7-7]. mol
-• fornitrate
andnitrite
(equation
(3)).Aninteresting
idea
If horizontalmotionof a watermassis completed
in a few arises
whenthatRN:R
P is compared
to theratioof theupward
yearsto tensof years,thenit maynot receivesufficientparti- fluxes of nitrate and phosphateinto the euphoticzone. Esticulateinputalongits trajectory
to alterits [N]:[P]appreciably. matesof thosefluxes yield ratiosof 1.6-147 mole N per mole
Sucha situationmightdescribedeepwesternAtlanticwater P enteringthe SargassoSea euphoticzone and 1.3-102 mole
masses
(Plate3). In a moresluggish
oceansuchas the deep per mole entering the North Pacific euphotic zone [Duce,
westernPacific (Plate 2), regenerationof nutrientsfrom sink- 1986,Tables2 and7]. Note thatthe lowerendsof bothranges
ing particlesalonghorizontal
trajectories
mayhavegreateref- fallbetween
0 and3 molmol-•, which
suggests
thepossibility
fects relative to circulation.

that the only phosphatewhich is consumedwith nitrate in the

Mostimportantly,
sincetheseprovinces
occurin thedeepsea euphoticzone was previouslytransportedinto the zone with
whereregeneration
predominates
andalmostno nitriteis pres- it. Thus in some locationsat least, phosphatemight not be
ent, and since(3) and (6) applyto eachone,the distributionof

not preferentially regenerated between the site of the con-

[N]:[P]valuesdepictsthepatternof rateratiosfor deepnitrate sumptionand the locationof the water that mixesupwardinto
and phosphate
regeneration
in the ocean.The mostfrequent the euphoticzone.
rateratio in the AtlanticandPacificseemsto be ! 5-15.5 mol N

That ideawouldappearto conflictwith the conceptthatphosphateis regeneratedfasterfrom organicmatter than nitrogen
quentappears
to be 14.5-15molmol-• (thedarkgreenareas) [Ryther and Dunstan, 1971] unless,of course,phosphaterefollowedby 14-14.5molmol-• (theorangeareas).Considera- generatedin the euphoticzone is largely removedduring the
tion of all deep waters would, of course,include the Indian consumption
of such
exogenous
inputs
of newnitrogen
asN2
Oceanbelow3000 m which,as pointedout,is ideallycovar- fixationor the uptakeof nitratesuppliedby atmospheric
depoiantat 14.7molmol-•. Thusthedominant
deepwaternitrate- sition.However,theseinputsare probablynot that important,
to-phosphate
regeneration
ratio overall appearsto fall in the sincenitrateis muchmorefrequentlydepletedthanphosphate
14.5-15mol mol-1range,or slightlybelow"conventional"[Fanning, 1989] and atmospheric
nitrogeninputsdo not apRedfieldratios.An intriguingquestionis why deepAntarctic pearto increaseproductivity[Knapet al., 1986]. Highly sen-

(molP)-•(thegrayareas
inPlates
2 and3).Thenextmost
fre-
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J.N.,andD.N. Whelpdale,
WATOX-86overview
andwessitivenutrientanalyses
definitelyneedto be madeto confirm Galloway,
tern North AtlanticS andN atmospheric
budgets,Global Biogeothe idea,sincethe upwardflux ratiosrangeover2 ordersof
chem.Cycles,1, 261-281, 1987.

magnitude,
butit isobvious
thatevaluation
of [N]:[P]ratiosin Hellerman,S., andM. Rosenstein,Normalmonthlywind stressover
theeuphotic
zonewill provide
unique
insights
intothemecha- the world oceanwith error estimates,J. Phys. Oceanogr., 1 3,
nism of new production.
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